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Optical microfiber resonator: principle and applications 
Ding Zixuan , Chen Ye , Xu Fei  

In this article, the recent progress in the microfiber resonators research fields, covering 
fundamental characteristics, fabrication methods, and applications of microfiber resona-
tors were summarized. 
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Research progress of acquisition, pointing and tracking in optical wireless 
communication system 
Liang Jingyuan , Chen Ruidong , Yao Haifeng , Bai Bo , Cao Minghua , Zhao Li , Wang 
Yi , Deng Jiaxin  

The domestic and foreign research achievements in capturing, aiming, and tracking were 
analyzed, and the work done by Xi'an University of Technology in the field of automatic 
aiming was introduced. 
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Highly sensitive gas-pressure sensor based on paralleled optical fiber 
Fabry-Perot interferometers 
Guo Yun , Wu Yuchun , Wang Jiahao , Zhang Yingfang , Wang Dongning , Xu Ben  

A highly sensitive optical fiber sensor based on the Vernier effect was demonstrated for 
gas pressure sensing. Experimental results showed that the sensor was insensitive to the 
surrounding temperature, which reduced the influence of ambient temperature on the 
measurement of gas pressure.  
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Priori knowledge assisted dynamic 3D shape measurement with fringe 
projection 
Chu Dongya , Zhang Guanghui , Song Renjie , Zhang Xiaosong , Ying Xiaolin , Li Yong   

A static and dynamic dual-mode 3D measurement system was built by using a DLP pro-
jector and high-speed camera. The 3D shape measurement of 1280×1024 points at 70 f/s 
was realized. 
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Research on CS-BP algorithm of tracking error prediction in fault 
diagnosis of photoelectric measurement system 
Ma Jie , Wu Zhiyong   

A BP neural network algorithm optimized by the Cuckoo algorithm (CS-BP) was pro-
posed. The tracking error can be predicted by using the azimuth guidance, pitch guidance, 
azimuth encoder, pitch encoder and time data of the optoelectronic measurement system. 
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Image measurement-based two-stage control of Stewart platform 
Zhang Liangzong , Yang Tao , Wu Yun , Tang Tao  

In this paper, a control method based on a single sensor was proposed to improve the 
traditional dual-order structure to avoid decoupling and achieve a high-precision 
closed-loop for the Stewart-TTM. 
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